A mobile computer cart. It may look like a robot, but it’s a cart.

Greer, SC—Creform Corporation, a manufacturer of unique products for the design and building of material handling structures and AGVs has designed, engineered and built a mobile computer cart to be used primarily on the manufacturing floor. The cart is ideal for team communication and production meetings, quality meetings, project meetings or as a simple standup computer station. The mobile computer cart is lightweight in construction and integrates smooth rolling casters to ensure easy maneuverability.

The cart is built to hold two 32" monitors and features work surfaces made of half inch thick plastic shelving providing sturdy platforms. The upper shelf will hold laptops or other work materials. The lower shelf provides options for additional storage such as a printer. Also included under the lower shelf is a power strip centrally located for all devices.

The cart pictured has dimensions of 33" W x 28" L x 65" H and can be custom configurable using the Creform system of pipe and joints. The unit includes four smooth total-lock 4" casters that provide stability once the cart is located in place.

The structure is built with a mix of ESD black plastic 42 mm and 28 mm coated steel pipe and clamp together with nickel metal joints. The Creform 42mm components enhance the structural strength of the cart.

Creform carts come in a wide variety of pipe color options. Accessories include hooks, labels, as well as writing surfaces with clip boards to name a few. Creform carts are available as a kit, assembled structure or in component form for a complete DIY solution. Assembled structures are a great starting point for the customer. After receipt and introduction, they can take advantage of Creform’s flexibility by changing the station’s configuration and features to best match the needs of their production process.
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and manufacturing associates.

Long life remains a fundamental principle of Creform. The modular nature of the Creform system supports long-term usage with system components readily available to repair damage or update the carts.

The Creform System is used to create an array of material handling and efficiency enhancing devices and is a proven component in continuous improvement and Lean Manufacturing programs. The company partners with customers in developing and enhancing these programs.
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Online at creform.com for additional information regarding Creform Corporation and its products.

CRE-694 Caption: Creform mobile computer cart.